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An Advanced Tool for Research and Training

S. Nordmark

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

This paper describes a new driving simulator intended for both
heavy vehicle combinations and passenger cars. The design is
based on the well-known VTI driving simulator and has the same
degrees of freedom. Some special techniques are used to ensure
that the large mathematical models can be run in real time with
moderate computer resources. The areas of use cover both
research and training of drivers.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Flight simulators are iJl frequent
use all over the world for training
pilots as well as development of
airplanes. Simulators for passenger cars
or trucks are much harder to find. It is
difficult to justify the use of an
advanced driving simulator with moving
base for training' purposes, since the
cost per hour of use is high compared to
the real vehicle. The interest from car
manufacturers and research institutes to
use such systems has however increased
dramatically during the last years.

The Swedish insurance company TRYGG
HANSA (TH) decided 1989 to invest in an
advanced driving simulator for use in a
large exhibition and research centre,
PROTECTUM, near Arlanda airport in
Stockholm. The system has been
constructed and built by the Swedish
Road and Traffic Research Institute
(VTI) and was delivered late 1991. The
construction is based on the well-known
VTI Driving Simulator and. has roughly
the same technical data. The goal was
however to streamline the design making
it simpler to build and more practical
in use. This has been fulfilled with the
current design which is shown in Fig. 1
where the simulator is depicted without
its cloth coverage. The TH-simulator is
currently equipped with a heavy truck
cab simulating heavy vehicle
combinations but the moving base and
visual system is prepared to accommodate
passenger cars as well.

2.MOVING BASE

Most driving simulators can be
experienced as quite bad by choosing an
unsuitable combination of manoeuvres and

 

 
The TRYGG HANSA Simulator
without coverage

Fig. 1

road curves. The :main problem is the
generation of steady state lateral
acceleration when driving in a curve.
This must be done by giving the cab a
specified roll angle with the following
consequences

' The attainable steady state
lateral acceleration in the
simulator is much less than 1
g since a component of the
gravitational acceleration is
used

' Very large lateral motion and
high speeds are necessary if
the lateral acceleration and
the roll motion are combined
to give the desired



acceleration signal under the
restriction that the roll
motion should not be
discernible to the test
subject (roll rate < 3 degrees
per second according to [2]).

Due to these two facts one is normally
forced to use a scale factor less than 1
for the moving base. VTI has chosen 0.5
as a suitable factor since the overall
system is designed to reproduce 0.4 g
accurately. A higher scale factor can be
used if the accelerations in the
experiment are small or else the safety
system will trigger too often.

During lane changes within the road
width only the lateral motion is
activated. The roll motion is used to
simulate an overall lateral acceleration
based on the vehicle speed and the road
curvature. Thus we have tried to use the
roll motion as little as possible.
Entering a curve is perhaps the :most
disturbing manoeuvre part in the
simulator since the roll motion must be
activated to reach the steady state
value in the curve. To minimize the
effect of the roll motion the curves
shouLd be built up with clothoids
(continuously increasing curvature) and
S-curves avoided as much as possible.

2.1 OUTER MOVING BASE
The outer moving base consists of a

wagon moving laterally on rails and an
upper compartment containing the truck
cab mounted on a vibration platform.
Since the truck cab is much larger than
that of passenger cars the upper
compartment will also become rather big.
In order to avoid an unduly high
construction the upper compartment is
allowed to roll and pitch around a
gimbal point positioned below the
platform. This is done with two large
hydraulic actuators at the rear end of
the platform. The limited stroke length
of the actuators will decrease the
maximum attainable roll and pitch angles
as compared to the VTI simulator (Table
1). Since all the actuators (with the
exception of the hydraulic motor for the
lateral motion along rails) are equipped
with hydrostatic bearings the overall
result is extremely smooth.

Earlier it was considered to be an
advantage that the head of the driver is
positioned below or at the roll and
pitch axes in order to get a correct
sign of the acceleration associated with
the angular acceleration when pitching
or rolling. The VW [3] and VTI [10]
simulators were constructed with this in
mind but experience gained since then
indicates that the rolling and pitching
motion should only be performed so
slowly that the earlier argument has
lost some of its importance. It is
interesting to see that the proposed US
simulator also utilizes specialized a
gimbal point below the platform while
the recent MAZDA configuration [4]
sticks to the earlier ideas. Putting the
gimbal point at a low position will
however give a more compact and less
costly mechanical system.

TABLE lMDVING BASE DATA FOR THE TRYGG
HANSA AND THE VTI DRIVING

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIMULATORS

TRYGG HANSA VTI

Outer moving
base

Lmummmmn +$5m +&5m

Roll motion 1 22 deg i 24 deg

Pitch motion + 15; -10 deg + 24 deg

Vibration table

Vertical motion + 7,5 cm + 5,0 cm

Longitudinal + 7 5 cm + 7 5 cmnunwn _" "

Roll angle i 7 deg i 7 deg     
 

Yaw motion is not utilized in
neither the VTI nor the neW' TH
simulator. Without yaw motion the
systems are considerably less expensive
to build. Experiments have shown that
the driver easily can detect different
yaw velocity delays with only the
information from the visual. Thus
different yaw handling qualities of
passenger cars can be detected in the
simulator.

2.2 SIMULATOR CAB
A standard heavy truck cab from the

SCANIA range is used. All the original
instruments and equipment are retained
and work in the same way as in the real
truck. To improve the feeling of the
clutch and brake pedals the original
pneumatic equipment is used and
connected to compressed air. This will
also produce a very natural sound from
this equipment. It is also necessary to
use a truck cab with bonnet or else the
driver will see the lower edge of the
screen.

The whole side of the simulator can
be opened and the cab sled out on two
rails. Then a standard truck crane can
lift the cab and move it to the workshop
floor. This can be done very quickly and
safely.

The simulator is prepared for a
passenger car cab (the car body is cut
off behind the driver s seat) as well
but this part is not yet built.

The sound syStem consists of eight
different channels. All the sound
effects are based on recordings of the
actual sound and stored in digital
memories, which can be activated
instantly.
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Fig. 2 The new TRYGG-HANSA-simulator
viewed from
a) behind
b) the side

2.3 VIBRATION PLATFORM

Beside the outer moving base there
is also a vibration platform on which
the cab is mounted. This platform
consists of four actuators and two
transverse rods. Three of the actuators
are mounted vertically to produce
vertical vibrations, pitch and roll
motion of the car. The remaining
actuator is acting longitudinally to
give the transient jerk when braking
hard on high friction surfaces as well
as transmitting the jerks from the
trailers. The system manages to do this
to some extent. The braking process is
however one of the most frequent reasons
for complaint among the test subjects.
Improving this will however demand a
long longitudinal motion making the
system considerably more complex.

Since the cab is mounted in a
confined space where the visual screen
is quite near the driver the vibration
mode must be adjusted. In reality the
vibration can be considered as a
rotation around a point at infinite
distance (horizon line), which. in the
simulator is translated into a rotation
around a point in the screen. This
adjustment is necessary for realism.

Otherwise the driver will experience the
vibrations as much more severe than they
really are.

The stroke length of the actuators
in the TH simulator is 17,5 cm allowing
a maximum roll angle of 7 degrees with
some margin left for reproducing the
vibrations from the road.

3.VISUAL SYSTEM

The neW' TH-simulator is equipped
with the same visual system as the VTI
simulator. The geometrical layout is
similar but wide angle projectors with
shorter throw distance must be used to
avoid that the truck cab roof obscures
the light beams.

The visual system is developed
completely by VTI. There are several
reasons for this. Cost considerations
will exclude the use of advanced
graphics systems that are commercially
available, but there are also technical
reasons. The transport delays in these
systems are normally quite high,
typically 80 ms or more, and this may
limit the possible uses for a driving
simulator. Severe handling manoeuvres
are especially critical in this respect.
It may still be possible to distinguish
between different handling qualities but
the longer transport delay the more
obscured are the results from the
researcher s point of view.

The image is generated in real time
in a specially designed image processor
controlled by the main computer. The
image is transformed to a standard video
signal ;n1 European PAL-format with
separated RGB components and standard
resolution of 625 lines and 832 pixels.

The system is extremely fast with a
transport delay of 20 ms resulting in a
total transport delay of 40 ms including
the integration time step of the vehicle

model (20 ms) and the time for scanning
the projector screen. In fact the
transport delay 20 ms in the visual
system is close to the theoretical
limit. The overall transport delay can
be reduced fairly easily by using a
shorter integration time step, say 5 ms
making the system extremely fast. A
change of computer would however be
necessary then.

The price for this speed is some
lack of versatility. A road surface with
easily changed texture can be produced.
This includes lines, tracks, pot-holes,
different surfaces, borders of snow and
so on making the appearance of the road
itself very realistic. The horizontal
and vertical road curvature as well as
the road width can easily be varied even
on line and it is very easy to
reconstruct a given road when the
curvature data are known. The sight
conditions are also very easy to change
with a range from a clear day to fog or
darkness. The road and its surface may
thus be simulated to a high degree of
realism but the outside landscape is
very sparse in details consisting only
of chequered fields in different colours
and texture.



Static and movable objects like

other cars and road signs can be

introduced into the scenery. This will

broaden the possible uses of the

simulator, since earlier it has not been

possible to make any studies of

interacting traffic and obstacles.

Most drivers complain that their

eyes feel strained after a session in

the simulator. This is :not surprising

since the Visual generation itself

creates much flicker in the picture,
standard interlaced PAL system is used
and the driver sits very close to the
screen (2.8 m) to get a horizontal view
angle of 40 degrees/projector. Problems
of flicker can be decreased by
improvements in the visual generator
itself, but this will normally cost one
frame increasing the transport delay in
the visual system with another 20 ms.
For vehicle handling experiments such
extra delays should be avoided but for
less taxing applications like alertness
studies a reduction in flicker could be
more beneficial than a low transport
delay. In fact, visual systems for
driving simulators should offer both
possibilities, namely an extremely fast
system with little details for handling
tests and a somewhat slower system,
where the picture quality and
versatility are very high, for other
tests where the handling quality of the
car is not important. It should however
be observed that even the envisaged slow
high quality picture system must be much
faster than what is normally accepted in
flight simulators (typically < 150 ms).

4. COMPUTER AND DIGITAL PROGRAM

The TH simulator is controlled by a
digital computer of type ENCORE 2030 and
the program language is FORTRAN 77. The
update rate is 50 Hz and hence the

integration time step At=20 ms. This is
too long for certain integrations in the

vehicle model and then At=5 ms is used

in certain local loops.

5. THEORETICAL MODEL

The mathematical model is a
conventional roll axis model for both
truck full trailer as well as tractor
semitrailer combinations. The program is
very flexible and. will allow' a great
variety of combinations. Up to six axles
can be used for each vehicle (truck or
trailer) and these can be equipped with
single or twin wheels. In order to make
the program. fast the] coupling' between
the truck and trailer is modelled as a
very stiff spring with high damping. We
follow here the approach in [7]. A local
loop with the integration time step
reduced to 5 ms is used at this point in
the program to ensure stability. Typical
models used in the simulator are shown
in Fig. 3.

The model includes time delays and
hysteresis in the pneumatic brakes but
no anti lock function yet. The diesel
engine is modelled with the fuel pump

delivery acting as a regulator. Roll
steer and camber effects can be
included. As pointed out in [6] the
compliance in the steering system is
extremely important for the
understeering behaviour of the truck.
Truck tire cornering stiffness is almost
directly proportional to the vertical
load [5] making the truck neutral to
slightly oversteered irrespective of the
longitudinal position (ME the centre of
gravity if the steering system is
assumed to be infinitely stiff. This was
indeed verified in the simulator during
the development period.
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Fig.3 Examples of heavy vehicle
combinations used in the TH-
simulator

Nine different collections of road
tire friction data are resident in the
program memory all the time and
individually available for each wheel at
every instant. Thus a great number of
friction conditions can be simulated

like split p, and jump-p. with friction
levels ranging from packed snow to dry
asphalt. Reliable tire data are hard to
find especially for heavy vehicle
combinations. A good source for the
cornering part can be found in [5] where
all the data have been measured on the
road with a special test truck. For the
combined effect of braking/driving and
cornering the same model is used as in
the VTI simulator [ll] with
interpolation between measured data.

5.1 VIBRATION MODEL

Road vibrations are essential in a
simulator to give the driver a good road
feeling minimising the floating effect
encountered in many simulators. In the
original VTI-simulator road 'vibrations
are generated by a quarter-car model
excited by a road profile. This can be
solved in real time due to the
simplicity of the model. In the TH-
simulator another approach is used. The
road profile is generated by FFT
techniques from the given spectral
density of the road. [9]. The spectral
densities can be chosen according to the
classification in [8]. The generated
road profile is then used in an off-line
digital program that computes the
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vibration in the truck cab. This a
standard model including non-linear
spring and damping elements in the cab
suspension, in the axle suspensions and
in the tires. This program is fairly
time consuming and needs a powerful
computer if run in real time. This was
avoided in the TH-simulator. The program
is run off-line with the combination
driving at the speeds u = 5, 10, 20, 30
and 40 m/s generating 5 different
vibration time histories. These are then
used in the simulator and vibrations for
intermediate speeds are computed by
interpolation. Some care must however be
used in this procedure. It is essential
that this interpolation is smooth and
that the vibration is continuous even if
the stored time histories are limited.
For each speed 2048 values are stored
corresponding to 2048*0,020 = 40,96 s,
which is assumed to be long enough for
the driver not to recognize the
repetition. The Ibasic .road. profile is
assumed to be used at the speed 20 m/s.
This is generated using 2048 points and

a step length Ax=0,4 m corresponding to
a total length of 819,2 m. For the other
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Vertical vibration in the cab at

different speeds
Fig.4

speeds the step length is adjusted

according to the formula Ax=0,02*u.
Then the vibration model only uses the
computed road. profile 'values since

Ax/u=At= 0,020 s corresponding to the
integration time step. Since the inverse
FFT procedure uses a randomized phase
angle distribution but always starts
with the same value the phase angle
sequences are identical for each speed.
The computed road profile is thus
stretched or compressed for the new
speeds and the amplitudes modified to
suit the spectral density condition. The
mutual phase relationship is however
preserved and the peak and valleys have
the same position in the time domain.
This is clearly shown in Fig.4. where
the vibration amplitudes in the cab are
shown for the different speeds.

6. AREAS OF USE

The new TH simulator will naturally
be used in the same way as the VTI
simulator with the further possibility
to make heavy truck studies ranging from
handling tests to environmental effects
inside the cab. It will also be used for
training of special categories of truck
drivers. For drivers normally involved
in the transportation of dangerous goods
the cost of using a simulator for
training purposes may be justified.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The interest for advanced driving
simulators has increased sharply during
the last years. The new TH simulator is
an interesting experiment in expanding
the areas of use for such systems.
Besides the usual R&D projects it is
also intended for training purposes. The
design is based. on. earlier' experience
but the constructional solutions are new
to a large extent. The result is a very
smoothly working moving base and a
visual system with extremely short time
delays offering' a 'very"wide range of
possible applications.
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